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This letter sets forth the agreement (the "Agreement") between the United States
Attorney's Office for the District of Massachusetts ("USAO") and your client, Pharmacia &
Upjohn Company LLC (hereafter, "Pharmacia"),

WHEREAS, in April 2003, Pfizer, Inc. ("Pfizer") acquired Pharmacia Corporation and its
subsidiary Pharmacia & Upjohn Company, which it subsequently converted to Pharmacia &
Upjohn Company LLC;

WHEREAS, in May 2003, one month after its acquisition of Pharmacia & Upjohn
Company, Pfizer initiated a self-disclosure of the conduct that is the subject of this Agreement to
the Office of Inspector General for the Department of Health and Human Services ("OIG-HHS"),
to the United States Food and Drug Administration ("FDA"), and to the United States
Department of Justice;

WHEREAS, thereafter, the USAO conducted a criminal investigation regarding the
conduct disclosed by Pfizer, to wit, allegations that Pharmacia promoted, sold, and distributed
the human growth hormone drug Genotropin in violation of the Food, Drug & Cosmetic Act
("FDCA"), 21 U.S.C. § 321 et seq., by promoting, selling, and distributing Genotropin for anti-
aging, cosmetic use or athletic performance enhancement (the "Subject Matter"). As a result of
its investigation, the USAO informed Pharmacia that the USAO has determined that there is
sufficient basis to seek an indictment of Pharmacia for violations of federal criminal law,
specifically and without limitation, for distribution of an unapproved new drug in interstate
commerce, with intent to defraud or mislead, in violation of2l U.S.C. § 33 1(d), 333(a)(2), and
355(a).
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WHEREAS, Pharmacia has represented to the USAO that it has discontinued any
promotion and knowing sale and distribution of Genotropin for anti-aging, cosmetic use, or
athletic performance enhancement by Pharmacia and its subsidiaries, parents, affiliates, agents,
employees and contractors;

WHEREAS, on May 11, 2004, Pfizer entered a five-year Corporate Integrity Agreement
("CIA") with the OIG-HHS. The CIA applies to Pfizer and Pharmacia and requires those entities
to undertake various compliance obligations designed to ensure compliance with Federal health
care program and FDA requirements. Among other provisions, the CIA includes "Specific
Training" obligations that require all remaining employees of Pharmacia affiliates in
"Promotional and Product Services Related Functions" (as defined in the CIA), to receive annual
training concerning all applicable FDA requirements regarding the proper methods for selling,
marketing, promoting, and advertising the relevant drug products and disseminating information
about off-label uses of those products, including without limitation the requirements of the
FDCA and FDA regulations. In the course of this Specific Training, Pharmacia represents it has
conducted training with reference to 21 U.S.C. §33l(a), 33 1(d), 333(a), 333(e) and 355, and
provided clear instruction that human growth hormone is not FDA approved for any anti-aging,
cosmetic or athletic performance enhancement use, and may not be promoted, sold or distributed
for those uses. The HHS-OIG monitors compliance with the CIA obligations and enforces any
breaches in accordance with the remedies set forth in the CIA.

WHEREAS, the USAO has determined that an indictment of Pharrnacia may cause
undue harm to innocent individuals including Pharmacia's cunent employees and shareholders
and those of affiliated entities, including Pfizer which, within one month of its acquisition of
Pharmacia, made a full self-disclosure of the conduct at issue to the various federal agencies
described above.

NOW, THEREFORE, the USAO and Pharmacia agree as follows:

This agreement shall be in effect for thirty-six (36) months from the date of its -
execution.

Pharmacia admits to and accepts responsibility for its conduct and the conduct of
its employees described in the Information attached hereto as Appendix A, and
agrees that the conduct was unlawful. Pharmacia agrees that facts in Appendix A
(paragraphs 1-4 and 10-18) are accurate in their entirety and Pharmacia agrees not
to contradict the facts stated therein.

3. Pharmacia agrees that, if it violates any terms of this Agreement, the USAO may
file the attached criminal Information in the United States District Court for the
District of Massachusetts charging Pharmacia with violation of2l U.S.C.
§33 1(d), 333(a)(2), and 355(a). As set forth more completely below, Pharmacia
waives any rights it may have to proceed by way of indictment, and further
waives any and all rights it may have under applicable statutes of limitation or
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other legal, equitable or constitutional limitations that may limit the period of
time during which the USAO may seek an indictment or other charging document
(such as a complaint or other information) for the offense covered by the
Information.

4. Pharmacia does not endorse, ratif', or condone illegal conduct and has taken steps
to prevent such conduct from occurring in the future.

During the term of this Agreement, Pharmacia agrees to cooperate fully with the
USAO, and, as directed by the USAO, with any other federal, state or foreign law
enforcement or regulatory agency regarding the Subject Matter. The duty to
cooperate includes an affirmative duty of full and truthful disclosure. Pharmacia
shall truthfully disclose to the USAO all non-privileged information respecting
the activities of Pharrnacia and its present and former directors, officers,
employees, agents, attorneys, parents, affiliates and subsidiaries relating to
Subject Matter about which the USAO may inquire, or which Pharmacia
reasonably believes is material to the investigation by the USAO. Pharmacia
agrees that its cooperation concerning the Subject Matter shall include, but is not
limited to, the fol1oing:

(a) assembling, organizing and producing, or taking reasonable steps to
effectuate the production of, on request from the USAO, all documents,
records, or other tangible evidence related to the investigation in
Pharmacja's possession, custody or control in such reasonable format that
the USAO requests;

(b) using its reasonable best efforts to make available its present or former
directors, officers, employees, agents, affiliates and subsidiaries to provide
information and/or testimony related to the investigation of the Subject
Matter as requested, including sworn testimony before a federal grand jury
or in federal trials, as well as interviews with federal law enforcement
authorities. Cooperation under this sub-paragraph will include
identification of witnesses who, to Pharmacia's knowledge, may have
material information regarding the investigation of the Subject Matter.

(c) providing testimony and other information deemed necessary by the
USAO or the court to establish the original location, authenticity, or other
evidentiary foundation to admit into evidence documents in any criminal
case or other proceeding as requested by the USAO;

(d) maintaining Pharmacia as a lawfully organized entity for purposes of this
Agreement during the time this Agreement is in effect; and.

(e) complying with any agreements between (or binding) Pharmacia and any
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governmental agency as long as such agreements remain in effect.

Pharmacia will not, through its present or future directors, officers, employees,
agents, attorneys, parents, affiliates, or subsidiaries, make any public statements,
including statements or positions in litigation in which any United States
department or agency is a party, contradicting anything set forth in Appendix A.
Any such contradictory public statement by Pharmacia, its present or future
directors, officers, employees, agents, attorneys, parents, affiliates or subsidiaries
shall constitute a breach of this Agreement, and Pharmacia shall therefore be
subject to prosecution on the Information attached to this Agreement.

The decision as to whether any public statement by any such person contradicting
a statement contained in Appendix A will be imputed to Pharmacia for the
purpose of determining whether Pharmacia has breached this Agreement shall be
at the sole reasonable discretion of the USAO. Upon the USAO's reaching a
determination that such a contradictory statement has been made by Pharmacia,
the USAO shall so notify Pharmacia in writing and Pharmacia may avoid a breach
of this Agreement by publicly repudiating such statement within five (5) days
after written notification by the USAO. This paragraph is not intended to apply to
any statement made by any individual in the course of any criminal, regulatory, or
civil matter initiated by the USAO against such individual, unless such individual
is speaking on behalf of Pharmacia. Consistent with Pharmacia's obligation not to
make a contradictory public statement, Pharmacia may take good faith positions
in litigation involving any private party.

In light of Pfizer's self-disclosure and Phannacia's remedial actions to date and its
willingness to (a) acknowledge responsibility for its behavior; (b) cooperate with
the USAO and other governmental agencies regarding the Subject Matter; and (c)
demonstrate its future good conduct and full compliance with the FDCA, the
USAO agrees that if Pharmacia is in full compliance with all of its obligations
under this Agreement, the USAO will not prosecute Pharmacia on the attached
Information or in connection with the Subject Matter.

Upon execution of this Agreement, Pharmacia shall pay as a monetary penalty the
amount of fifteen million dollars ($15,000,000) to the United States Treasury.
This payment is a material term of this Agreement. Failure to make payment
within forty-eight (48) hours of receipt of written payment instructions from the
USAO following execution of this Agreement renders the Agreement null and
void.

10, For the term of this Agreement, should the USAO in its sole reasonable
discretion, determine that Pharmacia (a) has knowingly and willfully given false,
incomplete or misleading information under this Agreement; (b) engaged in
conduct subsequent to the execution of this Agreement that constitutes a federal
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crime; or (c) has otherwise knowingly breached any provision of this Agreement
(these three circumstances, (a), (b) and (c), are collectively referred to herein as
"Breach"), Pharmacia shall, in the USAO's sole reasonable discretion, thereafter
be subject to prosecution(s) for any federal criminal violations, including, without
limitation, the Information. Moreover, with respect to any prosecutions relating
to the Subject Matter that are not time-barred as of the date of this Agreement by
the applicable statute of limitations (or any other legal, equitable or constitutional
basis upon which a prosecution may be time-barred), Pharmacia agrees that the
applicable statute of limitations period (or any other legal, equitable or
constitutional basis for barring prosecution based on the passage of time), shall be
tolled for a period of time equal to the term of this Agreement, and the period of
time previously tolled by letter agreement dated February 6, 2007. Pharmacia's
agreement herein tolling the statute of limitations (and any other legal, equitable
or constitutional basis for barring prosecution based on the passage of time) is
knowing and voluntary and in express reliance on the advice of counsel.

11. The decision as to whether conduct and statements of any individual will be
imputed to Pharmacia for the purpose of determining whether Pharmacia has
committed a Breach shall be in the sole reasonable discretion of the USAO.

12. Should the USAO determine that Pharmacia has committed a Breach, the USAO
shall provide written notice to Pharmacia of the alleged breach and provide
Pharmacia with a two-week period in which to make a presentation to the USAO
to demonstrate (a) that no Breach has occurred, (b) that the Breach is not a
knowing breach, or (c) that the Breach has been cured. The parties hereto
expressly understand and agree that should Pharmacia fail to make a presentation
to the USAO within a two-week period, it shall be conclusively presumed, at the
USAO's option, that Pharmacia has committed a Breach. In the event of a Breach
that results in a prosecution of Pharmacia, such a prosecution may be premised
upon any information provided by or on behalf of Pharmacia to the USAO at any
time, unless otherwise agreed when the information was provided.

13. Pharmacia agrees that in the event that the USAO, in its sole reasonable
discretion, determines that Pharmacia has committed a Breach: (a) Pharmacia
will not contest the filing of the Information nor the admissibility into evidence of
the facts set forth in the Information (paragraphs 1-4, 10-18) as binding
admissions of Pharmacia; (b) Pharmacia will not contradict the contents of the
Information; (c) all statements made by or on behalf of Pharmacia and any
employee (current or former), or any testimony given by Pharmacia and any
employee (current or former) before a grand jury or elsewhere, and any leads
derived from such statements and testimony, shall be admissible in evidence
against Pharmacia if proffered by the USAO in any criminal proceedings brought
by the USAO against Pharmacia; (d) Pharmacia shall not assert any claim under
the U.S. Constitution, the rules of evidence, common law or any other legal or
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equitable principle, that statements made by or on behalf of Pharmacia prior to or
subsequent to this Agreement, or any leads therefrom, should be suppressed; and
(e) Pharmacia shall not assert that the conduct set forth in the Information fails to
provide a sufficient factual or legal basis to support the charge set forth in the
Information.

14. Pharmacia agrees that the consequences for a Breach as set forth in this
Agreement, including without limitation, those set forth in paragraph 3 of this
Agreement, are remedies to which the USAO is entitled in the event of a Breach
and shall survive in the event of a Breach, Pharmacia further agrees that the
USAO's remedies for a Breach are not limited to those set forth in this
Agreement. Pharmacia further agrees that in the event of a Breach, Pharmacia
shall nevertheless be bound by its waivers of any legal, equitable or constitutional
rights set forth in this Agreement, including, without limitation, its waivers in
paragraphs 3, 13 and 16 of this Agreement, and those provisions shall survive
even in the event of a Breach.

15. Pharmacia agrees that if it sells or merges all or substantially all of the business
operations as they eiist as of the date of this Agreement, it shall include in any
contract for sale or merger a provision binding the purchaser/successor to the
obligations described in this Agreement.

16. Phannacia shall waive any rights it may have to a speedy trial pursuant to the
Fifth or Sixth Amendments to the United States Constitution, 18 U.S.C. §3161,
Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 48(b), any applicable local rule of the United
States District Court for the District of Massachusetts, or any other applicable
legal or equitable principle.

17. The parties understand and acknowledge that this Agreement is binding on
Pharmacia and the USAO, but specifically does not bind any other federal
agencies, or any state or local law enforcement or licensing authorities, although
the USAO will bring the cooperation of Pharmacia and its compliance with its
other obligations under this Agreement to the attention of state and local law
enforcement or licensing authorities, if requested by Pharmacia or its attorneys.

18. Nothing in this Agreement restricts in any way the ability of the USAO from
proceeding against any individual or entity not a party to this Agreement.

19. This Agreement expires thirty-six (36) months from the Effective Date; provided
that if on the Effective Date the USAO or any other federal law enforcement or
regulatory agency with which the USAO has directed Pharmacia to cooperate is
then conducting any investigation, prosecution or proceeding relating to this
investigation, then this Agreement shall expire on the date that any such
investigation, prosecution or proceeding is finally terminated, as determined by
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the governmental department or agency conducting the investigation, prosecution
or proceeding. Between thirty (30) and sixty (60) calendar days before the
expiration of this Agreement, Pharmacia shall submit to the USAO a written
certification that Pharmacia is in compliance with this Agreement.

20. Pharmacia and the USAO agree that this Agreement, including Appendix A,
shall be made available to the public.

21. Pharmacia warrants and represents that its Board of Managers has duly
authorized, in a specific resolution, the execution and delivery of this Agreement
by Pharmacia, and that the person signing the Agreement has authority to bind
Pharmacia. Pharmacia further agrees that it will deliver on or before March 30,
2007 a copy of the requisite corporate resolution authorizing it to enter into this
Agreement.

22. This Agreement (including Appendix A and the Side Letter dated March 27,
2007) constitutes the entire agreement, and supersedes all other prior agreements
or understandings, both oral and written, among the parties with respect to the
subject matter hereof.

23. This Agreement may not be modified except in writing signed by the parties.

24. This Agreement may be executed in counterparts, each of which shall be deemed
an original but all of which taken together shall constitute one and the same
agreement. The exchange of copies of this Agreement and of signature pages by
facsimile or electronic transmission shall constitute effective execution and
delivery of this Agreement as to the parties and may be used in lieu of the original
Agreement for all purposes. Signatures of the parties transmitted by facsimile or
electronic transmission shall be deemed to be their original signatures for all
purposes.
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25. Pharmacia agrees that should a dispute between Pharmacia and the USAO arise as
to the meaning of any provision of this Agreement, any ambiguities as to the
terms of this Agreement shall be construed in favor of the USAO.

MICHL J. SULLIVAN
United ates Attorney

remy Sternberg
Assistant U.S. Attorney

Pharmacia & Upjohn Company LLC

By:
Its:

Ethan M. Posner
Counsel to Pharmacia & Upjohn Company LLC
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03-29-2007 2:25pm From-PFIZ9 INC
212-883-5309 1-037 P.009/009 F-194

25. Phariracia agrees that shoñd a dispute between Pharmsaia and the USAO arise as

to the meaing of any provision of this Agreement, aziy ambiguities as to the
terns of this Agreement ha11 be consmed in favor of the TJSAO.

M1CAEL J. S3LL1VAN
Tjnjted States Attorney

Jeremy M. Sternberg
Assistant U.S. Attorney

Phaxmacia & Upjoba Co7npany LLC

Its A;

CouseI to Ptarmacia & Upjohn Compsny LLC

8
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t1-29-a7 124? From:PFIZER INC 2l5?313 To211@7eB86a4S18ø P.1'4

UNANIMOUS WR.flTEN CONSENTOF MAX4AGERS
OF

PRARMACIA & UJOH1't COMPANY LLC

The undcrsigmd, being all of the managers of Pharxnaeia & Upjohn Company
LLC, a )elawarc limited liability company (the "Company"), hereby consent in writing
to the adoption of the following resolutions:

WHEREAS, the U.S. Attorney's Office in Boston, Massachusetts has been
conducting an investigation into th Company's promotion of Genotropin, alleging that
the Company violated the Food, Drug & Cosmetic Act ("FDCA"). 21 U.S.C. § 321 et
seq.; based on certain satea and marketing practices concerning Genotropin, the
"Genotropin Matters";

WWiREAS, the Company's legal counsel has been negotiating a resolution of the
Genotropin Matteis

WHEREAS, the Company's legal counsel baa reported to the board the terms and
conditions of a proposed resolution of the Genotropin Matters;

NOW, TLIER]3FORE. BE IT:

RESOLVED, that the Company, is hereby, authorized to enter into thu
Agreement dated March [ 1,2007 btwce the United States Attorney for the District
of Massachusetts and Pharmacia & Upjohn Company LLC, the "Agreement".

FURT}1ER RESOLVED, that Canton E. Weasel, as our representative or any
other Officer of the Company are hereby authorized and directed to take all actions and
deliver any agreements, certificates and documents and instruments with respect to or
contemplated by the Agreement and matters set forth above, including, without
limitation, the payment of all amounts, fees, costs and othor expenses, necessary or
appropriate to effectuate the purpose and intent of the foregoing resolutions and to
effectuate and implement the settlemefts contemplated hereby.

FtJRfkthR RESOLVED, that any actions taken by the Officers of the Company
prior to the adoption of these resolutions, that arc within the authotity conferred hereby,
are hereby fully ratitied, enotitmed and approved as the act and deed of the Company.

[signature pages to follow]

pc.LLCeol.O3.25.O74u
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The actions taken by this Managers' Consent shall have the same ftae and cIThct
as if taken at a. special meeting of the Managers of the Company, duly called and
constituted. This Written Consent of the Managers may be executed in any number of
counterpaits with the same effect as if all signatories hereto had signed the same
document All counterparts shall he construcd together and shall constitute one
document. Facsimile signature ofthis Written Consent may be substituted for an original
signature and shall have the same effect as if the signatory had submitted the original
thereof.

Tl WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned Managtr of the Company lavu
executed this consent as of the tt.day of March, 2007.

4k
Claire C. Key.

• hlesn R. O'Connell

Charles F. Racburn

pu LLC LQ3-8.O7.du
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Appendix A

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
DISTRICT OF MASSACHUSETTS

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

V.

PHARMACIA & UPJOHN
COMPANY LLC

Defendant.

CRIMINAL NO.

VIOLATIONS:
21 U.S.C. § 33 1(d), 333(a)(2), 355(a)

INFORMATION

The United States Attorney charges that:

COUNT ONE: 21 U.S.C. §331(d), 333(a)(2) and 355(a)
(DISTRIBUTION OF AN UNAPPROVED NEW DRUG)

At all times material hereto, unless otherwise alleged:

The Defendant

1. PHARMACLA & UPJOHN COMPANY LLC ("PHARMACIA") was a Delaware

limited liability company with a principal place of business in Kalamazoo, Michigan.

PHARMACIA was the successor to Pharmacia & Upjohn Company which was a subsidiary of

Pharmacia Corporation, which during the relevant period of time (January 1, 2000 through

March 2003) was a publicly traded company on the New York Stock Exchange. PHARMACIA

and its corporate predecessors and affiliates will be referred to in this Information as

"PHARMACIA."

2. PHARMACIA was engaged in, among other things, the development, manufacture,
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promotion, sale and interstate distribution of prescription drugs intended for human use in the

United States. PHARMACIA distributed or directed the distribution of pharmaceutical drugs to

all fifty states and the District of Columbia.

3. One of the pharmaceutical drugs promoted, sold and distributed interstate by

PHARMACIA was a human growth hormone product called Genotropin.

4. The business unit within PHARMACLA that was responsible for the promotion, sale

and distribution of Genotropin was the Endocrine Care Business Unit.

Regulatory Background

5. The Federal Food, Drug & Cosmetic Act ("FDCA"), among other things, governed

the interstate distribution of drugs for human use. As codified at Title 21, United States Code,

Sections 331 ., and specifically at §355, the FDCA, and its implementing regulations,

required, with certain exceptions not relevant here, that before a new drug could legally be

distributed in interstate commerce, a sponsor of a new drug product was required to submit a

New Drug Application ("NDA") for consideration and approval by the United States Food and

Drug Administration ("FDA").

6. The FDCA required, at 21 U.S.C. §355, that the sponsor of an NDA submit to the

FDA, as part of the NDA, labeling for all proposed intended uses for the drug which included,

among other things, the conditions for therapeutic use. The NDA was also required to provide,

to the satisfaction of the FDA, data generated in randomized and well-controlled clinical trials

that demonstrated that the drug was safe and effective when used in accordance with the

proposed labeling.

2
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7. The FDCA, at 21 U.S.C. §33 1(d) and 355(a), prohibited the introduction into

interstate commerce of any new drug before approval of an NDA. Only after the NDA,

including the proposed labeling, was reviewed and approved by the FDA, was the sponsor

permitted by law to promote and market the drug, and only for the medical conditions of use

specified in the approved labeling, for which use the FDA found sufficient evidence of safety

and efficacy. Uses not approved by the FDA and not included in the drug's approved labeling,

were known as "unapproved" or "off-label uses."

8. The FDCA, and the regulations promulgated thereunder, required that in order to label

or promote a drug for a use different than the conditions for use specified in the approved

labeling, the sponsor was required to file a new NDA, or amend the existing NDA by submitting

evidence, in the form of randomized and well-controlled clinical studies, sufficient to

demonstrate that the drug was safe and effective for the newly proposed therapeutic use or uses.

Only upon thereafter receiving approval from the FDA could the sponsor label or promote the

drug for the new intended use or uses.

9. The FDCA, at 21 U.S.C. §33l(d), 333(a), and 355, prohibited the distribution in

interstate commerce of an unapproved new drug.

Approved and Unapproved Uses of Genotropin

10. In or about 1995, PHARMACIA submitted an NDA for approval of a drug called

Genotropin (also known by its active chemical ingredient, somatropin recombinant), which was

a new drug within the meaning of2l U.S.C. §321(p). In that NDA, PHARMACIA sought to

demonstrate the drug's safety and efficacy for, and sought approval for, use only as long term

3
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treatment of children with growth failure due to inadequate secretion of endogenous growth

hormone. On or about August 24, 1995, the FDA approved Genotropin for that specific use

only. In response to supplemental NDAs, the FDA approved the use of Genotropin for other

growth-related diseases, including long term replacement therapy in adults with growth hormone

deficiency as demonstrated by an appropriate diagnostic test; treatment of pediatric patients with

Prader-Willi Syndrome; and long term treatment of growth failure in children born small for

gestational age who fail to manifest catch-up growth by two years of age. These approved uses

for Genotropin will be referred to throughout this Information as the "Approved Uses."

11. At all times relevant to this Information, PHARMACIA did not seek approval from

the FDA of any other uses and did not submit information in its NDA which demonstrated the

safety and efficacy of Genotropin for any uses other than the Approved Uses, Accordingly,

Genotropin was not approved for any use or condition other than the Approved Uses. Further,

Genotropin was not exempt, pursuant to 21 U.S.C. §355(i), from the prohibition of introducing

into interstate commerce a new drug for medical indications beyond the conditions prescribed,

recommended, or suggested in the approved labeling thereof.

12. As described herein, from at least January of 2000 through March of 2003,

unapproved uses for Genotropin included athletic performance, cosmetic appearance and anti-

aging. These unapproved uses for Genotropin will be collectively referred to herein as the

"Unapproved Uses."

4
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PHARMACIA's Promotion Of GenotroDin For Unapproved Uses

13. During the period January 1, 2000 through March 31, 2003, certain of

PHARMACIA's strategic plans, business plans and other sales and marketing planning

documents for Genotropin included objectives, strategies and tactics designed to increase the

sale of Genotropin for Unapproved Uses. The most prominent of those Unapproved Uses was

anti-aging. Some of the reasons that individuals took Genotropin for anti-aging had nothing to

do with any medical condition, but instead were to obtain better skin tone, better skin elasticity,

better general appearance, and better ability to lift more weights at the gym, among other things.

14. At all times relevant to this Information, certain PHARMACIA employees

recognized that a sizable portion of its adult Genotropin sales were for Unapproved Uses and

took steps to maintain and expand these sales. These steps included development of tactical

plans to disseminate information to doctors on the value of growth hormone to combat the

effects of aging.

15. PHIARMACIA implemented a sales and marketing plan designed to increase

Genotropin sales to the anti-aging market, including:

a. directing its Genotropin sales representatives to make sales calls on anti-
aging physician specialists;

b. compensating its sales representatives for sales made to anti-aging
physician specialists, as with other physician specialists;

c. entering into "direct-buy" or "independent physician accounts," with
physicians who treated patients for anti-aging, some of whom had widely
advertised anti-aging practices;

d. providing discounted Genotropin to an anti-aging physician for his own
patient supply; and

5
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e. entering into a consulting contract with a physician who was a known
proponent of growth hormone for anti-aging.

16. During the detailing visits by certain PHARMACIA sales representatives to anti- - -

aging doctors and clinics, PHARMACIA made misleading representations about the

effectiveness of Genotropin as an anti-aging medication. During some of these detailing visits,

PHARMACIA sales representatives provided written materials to doctors regarding Genotropin

as an anti-aging medication.

17. PHARMACIA knew it was illegal to promote Genotropin for Unapproved Uses

such as anti-aging.

18. PHARMACIA earned millions of dollars in gross revenue from selling Genotropin

for various Unapproved Uses. In most, if not all, instances, patients taking Genotropin for anti-

aging, cosmetic appearance and athletic performance enhancement, paid for the Genotropin out-

of-pocket without reimbursement from any public or private third-party payors.

19. From in or about January 1, 2000 through in or about March 31, 2003, in the District

of Massachusetts, and elsewhere throughout the United States, the defendant

PHARMACIA & UPJOHN COMPANY LLC

did, with intent to defraud and mislead, introduce and cause the introduction into interstate

commerce, into Massachusetts and elsewhere, quantities of Genotropin, a new drug within the

meaning of 21 U.S.C. §321(p), which drug was intended for use for anti-aging treatment and

6
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other Unapproved Uses, without the FDA approval required by 21 U.S.C. §355.

All in violation of2l U.S.C. §33l(d), 333(a)(2) and 355(a).

MICHAEL J. SULLIVAN
UNITED STATES ATTORNEY

By:
Jeremy M. Sternberg
Susan G. Winkler
Assistant U.S. Attorneys
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U.S. Department of Justice

Michael J. Sullivan
United States Attorney
District of Massachusetts

Main Reception: (6/7) 748-3/00 John Joseph Moakiey United States Coucthouse
I Courthouse Way
Suite 9200
Boston, Massachusetts 022/0

March 27, 2007

Ethan M. Posner
Covington & Burling LLP
1201 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20004-2401

Re: Pharmacia & Upjohn Comoany LLC

Dear Mr. Posner:

This letter sets forth the agreement (the "Agreement") between the United States
Attorney's Office for the District of Massachusetts ("USAO") and your client, Pharmacia &
Upjohn Company LLC (hereafter, "Pharmacia").

WHEREAS, in April 2003, Pfizer, Inc. ("Pfizer") acquired Pharmacia Corporation and its
subsidiary Pharmacia & Upjohn Company, which it subsequently converted to Pharmacia &
Upjohn Company LLC;

WHEREAS, in May 2003, one month after its acquisition of Pharmacia & Upjohn
Company, Pfizer initiated a self-disclosure of the conduct that is the subject of this Agreement to
the Office of Inspector General for the Department of Health and Human Services ("OIG-HHS"),
to the United States Food and Drug Administration ("FDA"), and to the United States
Department of Justice;

WHEREAS, thereafter, the USAO conducted a criminal investigation regarding the
conduct disclosed by Pfizer, to wit, allegations that Pharmacia promoted, sold, and distributed
the human growth hormone drug Genotropin in violation of the Food, Drug & Cosmetic Act
("FDCA"), 21 U.S.C. § 321 et seq., by promoting, selling, and distributing Genotropin for anti-
aging, cosmetic use or athletic performance enhancement (the "Subject Matter"). As a result of
its investigation, the USAO informed Pharmacia that the USAO has determined that there is
sufficient basis to seek an indictment of Pharmacia for violations of federal criminal law,
specifically and without limitation, for distribution of an unapproved new drug in interstate
commerce, with intent to defraud or mislead, in violation of 21 U.S.C. § 331(d), 333(a)(2), and
355(a).
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WHEREAS, Pharmacia has represented to the USAO that it has discontinued any
promotion and knowing sale and distribution of Genotropin for anti-aging, cosmetic use, or
athletic performance enhancement by Pharmacia and its subsidiaries, parents, affiliates, agents,
employees and contractors;

WHEREAS, on May 11, 2004, Pfizer entered a five-year Corporate Integrity Agreement
("CIA") with the OIG-HHS. The CIA applies to Pfizer and Pharmacia and requires those entities
to undertake various compliance obligations designed to ensure compliance with Federal health
care program and FDA requirements. Among other provisions, the CIA includes 'Specific
Training" obligations that require all remaining employees of Pharmacia affiliates in
"Promotional and Product Services Related Functions" (as defined in the CIA), to receive annual
training concerning all applicable FDA requirements regarding the proper methods for selling,
marketing, promoting, and advertising the relevant drug products and disseminating information
about off-label uses of those products, including without limitation the requirements of the
FDCA and FDA regulations. In the course of this Specific Training, Pharmacia represents it has
conducted training with reference to 21 U.S.C. §33 1(a), 33 1(d), 333(a), 333(e) and 355, and
provided clear instruction that human growth hormone is not FDA approved for any anti-aging,
cosmetic or athletic performance enhancement use, and may not be promoted, sold or distributed
for those uses. The HHS-OIG monitors compliance with the CIA obligations and enforces any
breaches in accordance with the remedies set forth in the CIA.

WHEREAS, the USAO has determined that an indictment of Pharmacia may cause
undue harm to innocent individuals including Pharmacia's current employees and shareholders
and those of affiliated entities, including Pfizer which, within one month of its acquisition of
Pharmacia, made a full self-disclosure of the conduct at issue to the various federal agencies
described above.

NOW, THEREFORE, the USAO and Pharmacia agree as follows:

This agreement shall be in effect for thirty-six (36) months from the date of its
execution.

Pharmacia admits to and accepts responsibility for its conduct and the conduct of
its employees described in the Information attached hereto as Appendix A, and
agrees that the conduct was unlawful. Pharmacia agrees that facts in Appendix A
(paragraphs 1-4 and 10-18) are accurate in their entirety and Pharmacia agrees not
to contradict the facts stated therein.

Pharmacia agrees that, if it violates any terms of this Agreement, the USAO may
file the attached criminal Information in the United States District Court for the
District of Massachusetts charging Pharmacia with violation of 21 U.S.C.
§33l(d), 333(a)(2), and 355(a). As set forth more completely below, Pharmacia
waives any rights it may have to proceed by way of indictment, and further
waives any and all rights it may have under applicable statutes of limitation or
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other legal, equitable or constitutional limitations that may limit the period of
time during which the USAO may seek an indictment or other charging document
(such as a complaint or other information) for the offense covered by the
Information.

Pharmacia does not endorse, ratify, or condone illegal conduct and has taken steps
to prevent such conduct from occurring in the future.

During the term of this Agreement, Pharmacia agrees to cooperate fully with the
USAO, and, as directed by the USAO, with any other federal, state or foreign law
enforcement or regulatory agency regarding the Subject Matter. The duty to
cooperate includes an affirmative duty of full and truthful disclosure. Pharmacia
shall truthfully disclose to the USAO all non-privileged information respecting
the activities of Pharmacia and its present and former directors, officers,
employees, agents, attorneys, parents, affiliates and subsidiaries relating to
Subject Matter about which the USAO may inquire, or which Pharmacia
reasonably believes is material to the investigation by the USAO. Pharmacia
agrees that its cooperation concerning the Subject Matter shall include, but is not
limited to, the following:

(a) assembling, organizing and producing, or taking reasonable steps to
effectuate the production of, on request from the USAO, all documents,
records, or other tangible evidence related to the investigation in
Pharmacia's possession, custody or control in such reasonable format that
the USAO requests;

(b) using its reasonable best efforts to make available its present or former
directors, officers, employees, agents, affiliates and subsidiaries to provide
information and/or testimony related to the investigation of the Subject
Matter as requested, including sworn testimony before a federal grand jury
or in federal trials, as well as interviews with federal law enforcement
authorities. Cooperation under this sub-paragraph will include
identification of witnesses who, to Pharmacia's knowledge, may have
material information regarding the investigation of the Subject Matter.

(c) providing testimony and other information deemed necessary by the
USAO or the court to establish the original location, authenticity, or other
evidentiary foundation to admit into evidence documents in any criminal
case or other proceeding as requested by the USAO;

(d) maintaining Pharmacia as a lawfully organized entity for purposes of this
Agreement during the time this Agreement is in effect; and.

(e) complying with any agreements between (or binding) Pharmacia and any
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governmental agency as long as such agreements remain in effect.

6. Pharmacia will not, through its present or future directors, officers, employees,
agents, attorneys, parents, affiliates, or subsidiaries, make any public statements,
including statements or positions in litigation in which any United States
department or agency is a party, contradicting anything set forth in Appendix A.
Any such contradictory public statement by Pharmacia, its present or future
directors, officers, employees, agents, attorneys, parents, affiliates or subsidiaries
shall constitute a breach of this Agreement, and Pharmacia shall therefore be
subject to prosecution on the Information attached to this Agreement.

The decision as to whether any public statement by any such person contradicting
a statement contained in Appendix A will be imputed to Pharmacia for the
purpose of determining whether Pharmacia has breached this Agreement shall be
at the sole reasonable discretion of the USAO. Upon the USAO's reaching a
determination that such a contradictory statement has been made by Pharmacia,
the USAO shall so notif' Pharmacia in writing and Pharmacia may avoid a breach
of this Agreement by publicly repudiating such statement within five (5) days
after written notification by the USAO. This paragraph is not intended to apply to
any statement made by any individual in the course of any criminal, regulatory, or
civil matter initiated by the USAO against such individual, unless such individual
is speaking on behalf of Pharmacia. Consistent with Pharmnacia's obligation not to
make a contradictory public statement, Pharmacia may take good faith positions
in litigation involving any private party.

8. In light of Pfizer's self-disclosure and Pharmacia's remedial actions to date and its
willingness to (a) acknowledge responsibility for its behavior; (b) cooperate with
the USAO and other governmental agencies regarding the Subject Matter; and (c)
demonstrate its future good conduct and full compliance with the FDCA, the
USAO agrees that if Pharmacia is in full compliance with all of its obligations
under this Agreement, the USAO will not prosecute Pharmacia on the attached
Information or in connection with the Subject Matter.

Upon execution of this Agreement, Pharmacia shall pay as a monetary penalty the
amount of fifteen million dollars ($15,000,000) to the United States Treasury.
This payment is a material term of this Agreement. Failure to make payment
within forty-eight (48) hours of receipt of written payment instructions from the
USAO following execution of this Agreement renders the Agreement null and
void.

10. For the term of this Agreement, should the USAO in its sole reasonable
discretion, determine that Pharmacia (a) has knowingly and willfully given false,
incomplete or misleading information under this Agreement; (b) engaged in
conduct subsequent to the execution of this Agreement that constitutes a federal
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crime; or (c) has otherwise knowingly breached any provision of this Agreement
(these three circumstances, (a), (b) and (c), are collectively referred to herein as
"Breach'), Pharmacia shall, in the USAO's sole reasonable discretion, thereafter
be subject to prosecution(s) for any federal criminal violations, including, without
limitation, the Information. Moreover, with respect to any prosecutions relating
to the Subject Matter that are not time-barred as of the date of this Agreement by
the applicable statute of limitations (or any other legal, equitable or constitutional
basis upon which a prosecution may be time-barred), Pharmacia agrees that the
applicable statute of limitations period (or any other legal, equitable or
constitutional basis for barring prosecution based on the passage of time), shall be
tolled for a period of time equal to the term of this Agreement, and the period of
time previously tolled by letter agreement dated February 6, 2007. Pharmacia's
agreement herein tolling the statute of limitations (and any other legal, equitable
or constitutional basis for barring prosecution based on the passage of time) is
knowing and voluntary and in express reliance on the advice of counsel.

11. The decision as to whether conduct and statements of any individual will be
imputed to Pharmacia for the purpose of determining whether Pharmacia has
committed a Breach shall be in the sole reasonable discretion of the USAO.

12. Should the USAO determine that Pharmacia has committed a Breach, the USAO
shall provide written notice to Pharmacia of the alleged breach and provide
Pharmacia with a two-week period in which to make a presentation to the USAO
to demonstrate (a) that no Breach has occurred, (b) that the Breach is not a
knowing breach, or (c) that the Breach has been cured. The parties hereto
expressly understand and agree that should Pharmacia fail to make a presentation
to the USAO within a two-week period, it shall be conclusively presumed, at the
USAO's option, that Pharmacia has committed a Breach. In the event of a Breach
that results in a prosecution of Pharmacia, such a prosecution may be premised
upon any information provided by or on behalf of Pharmacia to the USAO at any
time, unless otherwise agreed when the information was provided.

13. Pharmacia agrees that in the event that the USAO, in its sole reasonable
discretion, determines that Pharmacia has committed a Breach: (a) Pharmacia
will not contest the filing of the Information nor the admissibility into evidence of
the facts set forth in the Information (paragraphs 1-4, 10-18) as binding
admissions of Pharmacia; (b) Pharmacia will not contradict the contents of the
Information; (c) all statements made by or on behalf of Pharmacia and any
employee (current or former), or any testimony given by Pharmacia and any
employee (current or former) before a grand jury or elsewhere, and any leads
derived from such statements and testimony, shall be admissible in evidence
against Pharmacia if proffered by the USAO in any criminal proceedings brought
by the USAO against Pharmacia; (d) Pharmacia shall not assert any claim under
the U.S. Constitution, the rules of evidence, common law or any other legal or
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equitable principle, that statements made by or on behalf of Pharmacia prior to or
subsequent to this Agreement, or any leads therefrom, should be suppressed; and
(e) Pharmacia shall not assert that the conduct set forth in the Information fails to
provide a sufficient factual or legal basis to support the charge set forth in the
Information.

14. Pharmacia agrees that the consequences for a Breach as set forth in this
Agreement, including without limitation, those set forth in paragraph 3 of this
Agreement, are remedies to which the USAO is entitled in the event of a Breach
and shall survive in the event of a Breach. Pharmacia further agrees that the
USAO's remedies for a Breach are not limited to those Set forth in this
Agreement. Pharmacia further agrees that in the event of a Breach, Pharmacia
shall nevertheless be bound by its waivers of any legal, equitable or constitutional
rights set forth in this Agreement, including, without limitation, its waivers in
paragraphs 3, 13 and 16 of this Agreement, and those provisions shall survive
even in the event of a Breach.

15. Pharmacia agrees that if it sells or merges all or substantially all of the business
operations as they etist as of the date of this Agreement, it shall include in any
contract for sale or merger a provision binding the purchaser/successor to the
obligations described in this Agreement.

16. Pharmacia shall waive any rights it may have to a speedy trial pursuant to the
Fifth or Sixth Amendments to the United States Constitution, 18 U.S.C. §3161,
Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 48(b), any applicable local rule of the United
States District Court for the District of Massachusetts, or any other applicable
legal or equitable principle.

17. The parties understand and acknowledge that this Agreement is binding on
Pharmacia and the USAO, but specifically does not bind any other federal
agencies, or any state or local law enforcement or licensing authorities, although
the USAO will bring the cooperation of Pharmacia and its compliance with its
other obligations under this Agreement to the attention of state and local law
enforcement or licensing authorities, if requested by Pharmacia or its attorneys.

18. Nothing in this Agreement restricts in any way the ability of the USAO from
proceeding against any individual or entity not a party to this Agreement.

19. This Agreement expires thirty-six (36) months from the Effective Date; provided
that if on the Effective Date the USAO or any other federal law enforcement or
regulatory agency with which the USAO has directed Pharmacia to cooperate is
then conducting any investigation, prosecution or proceeding relating to this
investigation, then this Agreement shall expire on the date that any such
investigation, prosecution or proceeding is finally terminated, as determined by
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the governmental department or agency conducting the investigation, prosecution
or proceeding. Between thirty (30) and sixty (60) calendar days before the
expiration of this Agreement, Pharmacia shall submit to the USAO a written
certification that Pharmacia is in compliance with this Agreement.

20. Pharmacia and the USAO agree that this Agreement, including Appendix A,
shall be made available to the public.

21. Pharmacia warrants and represents that its Board of Managers has duly
authorized, in a specific resolution, the execution and delivery of this Agreement
by Pharrnacia, and that the person signing the Agreement has authority to bind
Pharmacia. Pharmacia further agrees that it will deliver on or before March 30,
2007 a copy of the requisite corporate resolution authorizing it to enter into this
Agreement.

22. This Agreement (including Appendix A and the Side Letter dated March 27,
2007) constitutes the entire agreement, and supersedes all other prior agreements
or understandings, both oral and written, among the parties with respect to the
subject matter hereof.

23. This Agreement may not be modified except in writing signed by the parties.

24. This Agreement may be executed in counterparts, each of which shall be deemed
an original but all of which taken together shall constitute one and the same
agreement. The exchange of copies of this Agreement and of signature pages by
facsimile or electronic transmission shall constitute effective execution and
delivery of this Agreement as to the parties and may be used in lieu of the original
Agreement for all purposes. Signatures of the parties transmitted by facsimile or
electronic transmission shall be deemed to be their original signatures for all
purposes.
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25. Pharmacia agrees that should a dispute between Pharmacia and the USAO arise as
to the meaning of any provision of this Agreement, any ambiguities as to the
terms of this Agreement shall be construed in favor of the USAO.

AJ

MJCHALJ.SULLIVAN
United ates Attorney

kremy M. Sternberg
Assistant U.S. Attorney

Pharmacia & Upjohn Company LLC

By:
Its:

Ethan M. Posner
Counsel to Pharmacia & Upjohn Company LLC
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25. ?haniacia agrees ibat shotild a dispote between Pharnasola and the USAO arise as

to the meaning of any provision a. this Agreement any anibiguities as to the

terms of this Agreement sbnil be construed in favor oftbo USAO.

M1CAEL 3. SULUVAN
United States Attorney

Jeremy M.Sternberg
Assistant U.S. Attorney

Pharmacia & Upjobn Company LLC

By:Zt
Its

Counsel to Pbarxnaeia & Upjohn Company LLC

C
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UNANIMOUS WRmN CONSENTOF MANAGERS
OF

PHARMCL& & UrJOlIN COMIANY LLC

The undersigned, being all of the managers of Pharmacia & Upjohn Company
LLC, a Delaware limited liability company (the "Company"), hereby consent in writing
to the adoption of the following resolutions:

WHEREAS, the U.S. Attorney's Of1ce in l3oston, Massachusetts has been
onducLin an investigation into th Company's promotion of Genotropin, alleging that

the ('ornpany violated the Food, Drug & Cosmetic Act ("FDCA"), 21 US.C. § 321 et
seq.; based on certain salc and marketing practices concerning Genotropin, the
"Genotropin Matters";

WII2REAS, the Co apany's Legal counsel has been negotiating a resolution of the
Genotropin Matters

WHEREAS, the Company's legal eounsl baa reported to the board the terms nd
conditions of a proposed resolution of the Genotropin Matters;

NOW, THEREFORE, flP. IT:

RESOLVED, that the Company, is hereby, authorized to enter into the
Agreement dated March [ ], 2007 betwoen the Unitc1 States Attorney .tbr the District
ofMassachusetts and Pharmacia & Upjohn Company LLC, the "Agreement".

FURTHER RESOLVED, that Canton E. Wessel, as our representative or any
other Officer of the Company mire hereby authorized and directed to take all actions and
deliver any agreements, certificates and documents and instruments with respect to or
contemplated by the Agreement and matters set forth above, including, without
limitation, the paynient of all amounts, fees, costs and other e%penses, necessary or
appropriate to effectuate the purpose arid intent of the foregoing resolutions and to
effectuate and implement the settlements contemplated hereby.

FUR fliER RESOLVED, that any actions taken by the Officers of the Company
prior to the adoption of these resolutions, that arc within the authority conferred hereby,
are hereby fully ratftied, confirmed and approved as the act and deed of the Company.

[signature pages to Ilowj

*4*4

puc.LLCconnlO3.28.O7.du
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The actions taken by this Maiiagers' Consent ahall have the same force and cffct
as irtaken 't a special meeting of the Managers of the Company, duly called and
cnnstituted.Thjs Written Consent of the Managers may be executed in any number of
counterparts with the same effect as if all signatories hereto had signed the same
document. All eountcrparis shall he construed together and shall constitute one
document. Facsimilo signature of this Wtitten Constmt may be substituted for an original
signature and shall have the same effect as if the signatory had submitted the original
thercof.

IN WiTNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned Managur nf the Company havu
executed this consent as of the CL day of March, 2007.

Claire C. T.ey

(Tharles F. Racbutn"

uc nflLO3.28.O74o
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Appendix A

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
DISTRICT OF MASSACHUSETTS

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
CRIMINAL NO.

V

PHARMACIA & UPJOHN
COMPANY LLC

Defendant.

VIOLATIONS:
21 U.S.C. § 33 1(d), 333(a)(2), 355(a)

INFORMATION

The United States Attorney charges that:

COUNT ONE: 21 U.S.C. §331(d), 333(a)(2) and 355(a)
(DISTRIBUTION OF AN UNAPPROVED NEW DRUG'

At all times material hereto, unless otherwise alleged:

The Defendant

1. PHARMACIA & UPJOHN COMPANY LLC ("PHARMACIA") was a Delaware

limited liability company with a principal place of business in Kalamazoo, Michigan.

PHARMACIA was the successor to Pharmacia & Upjohn Company which was a subsidiary of

Pharmacia Corporation, which during the relevant period of time (January 1, 2000 through

March 2003) was a publicly traded company on the New York Stock Exchange. PHARMACIA

and its corporate predecessors and affiliates will be referred to in this Information as

"PHARMACIA."

2. PHARMACIA was engaged in, among other things, the development, manufacture,
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promotion, sale and interstate distribution of prescription drugs intended for human use in the

United States. PHARMACIA distributed or directed the distribution of pharmaceutical drugs to

all fifty states and the District of Columbia.

3. One of the pharmaceutical drugs promoted, sold and distributed interstate by

PHARMACIA was a human growth hormone product called Genotropin.

4. The business unit within PHARMACIA that was responsible for the promotion, sale

and distribution of Genotropin was the Endocrine Care Business Unit.

Regulatory Background

5. The Federal Food, Drug & Cosmetic Act ("FDCA"), among other things, governed

the interstate distribution of drugs for human use. As codified at Title 21, United States Code,

Sections 331 and specifically at §355, the FDCA, and its implementing regulations,

required, with certain exceptions not relevant here, that before a new drug could legally be

distributed in interstate commerce, a sponsor of a new drug product was required to submit a

New Drug Application ("NDA") for consideration and approval by the United States Food and

Drug Administration ("FDA").

6. The FDCA required, at 21 U.S.C. §355, that the sponsor of an NDA submit to the

FDA, as part of the NDA, labeling for all proposed intended uses for the drug which included,

among other things, the conditions for therapeutic use. The NDA was also required to provide,

to the satisfaction of the FDA, data generated in randomized and well-controlled clinical trials

that demonstrated that the drug was safe and effective when used in accordance with the

proposed labeling.

2
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7. The FDCA, at 21 U.S.C. §33 1(d) and 355(a), prohibited the introduction into

interstate commerce of any new drug before approval of an NDA. Only after the NDA,

including the proposed labeling, was reviewed and approved by the FDA, was the sponsor

permitted by law to promote and market the drug, and only for the medical conditions of use

specified in the approved labeling, for which use the FDA found sufficient evidence of safety

and efficacy. Uses not approved by the FDA and not included in the drug's approved labeling,

were known as "unapproved" or "off-label uses."

8. The FDCA, and the regulations promulgated thereunder, required that in order to label

or promote a drug for a use different than the conditions for use specified in the approved

labeling, the sponsor was required to file a new NDA, or amend the existing NDA by submitting

evidence, in the form of randomized and well-controlled clinical studies, sufficient to

demonstrate that the drug was safe and effective for the newly proposed therapeutic use or uses.

Only upon thereafter receiving approval from the FDA could the sponsor label or promote the

drug for the new intended use or uses.

9. The FDCA, at 21 U.S.C. §33 1(d), 333(a), and 355, prohibited the distribution in

interstate commerce of an unapproved new drug.

Approved and Unapproved Uses of Genotrop

10. In or about 1995, PHARMACL4. submitted an NDA for approval of a drug called

Genotropin (also known by its active chemical ingredient, somatropin recombinant), which was

a new drug within the meaning of2I U.S.C. §321(p). In that NDA, PHARMACIA sought to

demonstrate the drug's safety and efficacy for, and sought approval for, use only as long term

3
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treatment of children with growth failure due to inadequate secretion of endogenous growth

hormone. On or about August 24, 1995, the FDA approved Genotropin for that specific use

only. In response to supplemental NDAs, the FDA approved the use of Genotropin for other

growth-related diseases, including long term replacement therapy in adults with growth hormone

deficiency as demonstrated by an appropriate diagnostic test; treatment of pediatric patients with

Prader-Willi Syndrome; and long term treatment of growth failure in children born small for

gestational age who fail to manifest catch-up growth by two years of age. These approved uses

for Genotropin will be referred to throughout this Information as the "Approved Uses."

11. At all times relevant to this Information, PHARMACIA did not seek approval from

the FDA of any other uses and did not submit information in its NDA which demonstrated the

safety and efficacy of Genotropin for any uses other than the Approved Uses. Accordingly,

Genotropin was not approved for any use or condition other than the Approved Uses. Further,

Genotropin was not exempt, pursuant to 21 U.S.C. §355(i), from the prohibition of introducing

into interstate commerce a new drug for medical indications beyond the conditions prescribed,

recommended, or suggested in the approved labeling thereof.

12. As described herein, from at least January of 2000 through March of 2003,

unapproved uses for Genotropin included athletic performance, cosmetic appearance and anti-

aging. These unapproved uses for Genotropin will be collectively referred to herein as the

"Unapproved Uses."

4
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PHARMACIA's Promotion Of Genotroin For Unanproved Uses

13. During the period January 1, 2000 through March 31, 2003, certain of

PHARMACIA's strategic plans, business plans and other sales and marketing planning

documents for Genotropin included objectives, strategies and tactics designed to increase the

sale of Genotropin for Unapproved Uses. The most prominent of those Unapproved Uses was

anti-aging. Some of the reasons that individuals took Genotropin for anti-aging had nothing to

do with any medical condition, but instead were to obtain better skin tone, better skin elasticity,

better general appearance, and better ability to lift more weights at the gym, among other things.

14. At all times relevant to this Information, certain PHARMACIA employees

recognized that a sizable portion of its adult Genotropin sales were for Unapproved Uses and

took steps to maintain and expand these sales. These steps included development of tactical

plans to disseminate information to doctors on the value of growth hormone to combat the

effects of aging.

15. PHARMACIA implemented a sales and marketing plan designed to increase

Genotropin sales to the anti-aging market, including:

a. directing its Genotropin sales representatives to make sales calls on anti-
aging physician specialists;

b. compensating its sales representatives for sales made to anti-aging
physician specialists, as with other physician specialists;

c. entering into "direct-buy" or "independent physician accounts," with
physicians who treated patients for anti-aging, some of whom had widely
advertised anti-aging practices;

d. providing discounted Genotropin to an anti-aging physician for his own
patient supply; and

5
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e. entering into a consulting contract with a physician who was a known
proponent of growth hormone for anti-aging.

16. During the detailing visits by certain PHARMACIA sales representatives to anti-

aging doctors and clinics, PHARMACIA made misleading representations about the

effectiveness of Genotropin as an anti-aging medication. During some of these detailing visits,

PHARMACIA sales representatives provided written materials to doctors regarding Genotropin

as an anti-aging medication.

17. PHARMACIA knew it was illegal to promote Genotropin for Unapproved Uses

such as anti-aging.

18. PHARMACIA earned millions of dollars in gross revenue from selling Genotropin

for various Unapproved Uses. In most, if not all, instances, patients taking Genotropin for anti-

aging, cosmetic appearance and athletic performance enhancement, paid for the Genotropin out-

of-pocket without reimbursement from any public or private third-party payors.

19. From in or about January 1, 2000 through in or about March 31, 2003, in the District

of Massachusetts, and elsewhere throughout the United States, the defendant

PHARMACIA & UPJOHN COMPANY LLC

did, with intent to defraud and mislead, introduce and cause the introduction into interstate

commerce, into Massachusetts and elsewhere, quantities of Genotropin, a new drug within the

meaning of 21 U.S.C. §321(p), which drug was intended for use for anti-aging treatment and

6
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other Unapproved Uses, without the FDA approval required by 21 U.S.C. §355.

All in violation of2l U.S.C. §331(d), 333(a)(2) and 355(a).

MICHAEL J. SULLIVAN
UNITED STATES ATTORNEY

By:
Jeremy M. Sternberg
Susan G. Winkler
Assistant U.S. Attorneys
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